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Things to Consider….
US Cold Storage reported total pork stocks at 625.2
million pounds for January, an increase of 44.7 million
pounds from levels reported for December as most pork
categories reported increased quantities.
Increased volumes of total hams in cold storage
accounted for the majority of the report-over-report
increase, rising 28.6 million pounds for January. The rise
in ham stocks can be considered seasonal, as supplies
rebound following the end of holiday ham buying.
Notably, spare-ribs and butts each reported increases of
more than 5 million pounds in cold storage and
historically tend to climb seasonally into February as
well.
The category accounting for Other pork declined 5.5
million pounds from previously reported, while
trimmings and unclassified pork declined modestly from
December levels (634 and 159 thousand pounds,
respectively).
Remaining pork categories increased more moderately,
however collectively rose 11 million pounds for January.
Typically, total pork in cold storage climbs from January
into February, a reflection of increased ham and sparerib supplies among other more moderate rises.
Overall, US pork production declined 3.4 million pounds
on average for the weeks of January, averaging 557
million pounds per week. Production continues at high
levels, rising nearly 9 million pounds per week for
February so far. The pork industry eagerly awaits
increased pork exports to help consume the record
volumes, particularly to China as the country faces
severe shortages caused by ASF. Concerns with Covid-19
affecting the Asian economy remains a limiting factor.
Average hog weights have declined seasonally adding to
the drop in total production with barrow and gilts now
at similar levels to 2018 and 2019. For hog prices to
rebound into the second quarter weights will need to
remain at or below 2019 levels. With slaughter still
running above year ago levels, less pork may be easier to
achieve with less weight per carcass. Although the
processing industry has encouraged heavier hogs with
added bonuses for “big pigs” it has hurt producer
returns more than adding to the bottom line.

Weekly Hog Price Recap
Regional and national cash hog pricing varied with larger
daily moves reported early-to-midweek when packer
cash bid volume was higher. Conversely, CME cash
declined the front-half of the week with daily
improvements late week not enough to offset earlier
declines. Most wholesale pork values improved,
excluding moderate declines reported for bellies and ribs,
which overall helped pork cutout climb $0.57/cwt higher
than week ago levels.
Monitored Canadian hog markets generally fell $3-4/hog from week ago levels, excluding the ML Sig 5
which declined $1.50/hog and the OlyW 20 which dropped nearly $9/hog. Despite the week-over-week
decline, the OlyW 20 remains among the strongest of monitored Canadian markets, only behind values
out of Quebec currently. In the US, Tyson fell $1.50/hog lower while values out of JM improved $1/hog
from the previous week.

Weekly Hog Margins
Hog margins were generally around $3/hog weaker from last week to $30/hog losses overall. Lower
market values were tempered modestly from reduced feed costs overall, with Canadian farrow-to-finish
feed costs down near $0.50/hog and those out of the US edged $0.20/hog lower than the week
previous.
Margins out of the Sig 5 weakened the least on the week, declining a little over $1/hog and remains the
weakest overall at $38/hog losses. Hog margins out of Quebec fell $4/hog and now in-line with other
margins, while Ontario and the Sig 4 each saw margins weaken more than $3/hog. Hylife was down
$2.50/hog from week ago levels and is currently the strongest margin compared to other Canadian hog
margins. Margins out of the OlyW 20 weakened near $8.50/hog to $28/hog losses. In the US, Tyson
margins weakened $0.65/hog while JM strengthend more than $1/hog from week ago levels.

US Regional Margins
• Tyson: $ (15.64) USD X 1.3242 = $ (20.71) in Canadian Dollars
• Morrell: $ (22.66) USD X 1.3242 = $ (30.00) in Canadian Dollars
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